NSAA ANNUAL REPORT
OCTOBER 2015 — SEPTEMBER 2016

- 7,400 people in 34 events & programs
- 130,500 recreational hours
- 125 days of groomed trails
- 7,235 volunteer hours
- 2,500 NSAA members
- 1,632 hours from 50 youth winter ski jumpers
- 87% participants 18 and younger
- $43,500 donated by NSAA to the Community

18,000 people, 34 events, and 125 days of grooming were just a fraction of the story in 2015-16.
MESSAGE FROM NSAA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

For 52 years, NSAA has maintained the Anchorage-area’s world-class trail system year-round, promoted Nordic skiing through events, competition and fun, and encouraged healthy lifestyles for residents of Southcentral Alaska and beyond. With dedicated staff, passionate volunteers and inspired community support, NSAA has brought its mission to life for decades. This report tells part of NSAA’s story, provides voice to its community impact, and illustrates the commitment of NSAA’s Board of Directors and staff to achieving sustainability.

NSAA staff and volunteers take ownership of one of Anchorage’s greatest features: its 150-plus-kilometer trail system that attracts all types of users. Throughout the entire year, NSAA maintains, repairs and, when the snow arrives, grooms these trails that are used by thousands. Even with unpredictable winter weather, NSAA’s expert groomers and the snowmaking system at Kincaid Park make magic every ski season. This provides so many Alaskans with an outlet for exercise, stress relief, cabin fever and fresh air during dark, cold winters.

NSAA had an amazing 2015-2016 season thanks to its staff, selfless volunteers and generous community supporters. NSAA looks forward to continuing to provide Anchorage and its surrounding areas with spectacular trails and a variety of opportunities for Alaskans to enjoy healthy lifestyles. Thank you for your role in helping NSAA make Anchorage a special place to live and play!
VOICES FROM THE TRAIL

“NSAA toiled for hours making snow at Kincaid Park so high school teams could practice and have their first races.”

↑ Frank & Deena Mitchell
West High School XC-Ski Team
Boostermeisters
NSAA volunteers

“3,000 hours from 71 volunteers to complete summer jumping.”

“Thanks to NSAA and its groomers for all of the hard work and the wonderful trail report.”

↑ Reno Deprey
87-year-old skier
Tour of Anchorage age group champion

“The services that NSAA provide to the Anchorage area benefit our entire community – from regular trail grooming to putting on highly anticipated events.”

↑ Rachael Penton
Anchorage meteorologist
Beginner skier and NSAA member

“Our family feels gratitude to NSAA for providing great race opportunities for skiers in the setting of a very challenging snow year.”

↓ Amy Schumacher
South XC-Ski Booster
NSAA member

“For me, it’s a kick and I feel valuable and useful in my volunteer efforts.”

↓ J.R. Patee
NSAA ski jumper
NSAA volunteer

“I like NSAA’s Junior Nordic; we ski on lots of cool trails!”

↑ Caleb Spence
10-year-old NSAA Junior Nordic participant
NSAA member
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CORPORATE

PLATINUM SUPPORTERS  ($10,000 or more) — ConocoPhillips • Ellen Lekisch and Family • Kincaid Project Group

GOLD  ($5,000 to $9,999) — Alaska Mountaineering & Hiking • Alaska Ski Educational Foundation • Banker Law Group • Carr Foundation

CONTINENTAL AUTO GROUP • Kaladi Coffee Brothers Co. • Landes Foundation • Mantech Mechanical

SILVER  ($1,000 to $4,999) — AAR Alaska • Alaska Airlines • Alaska Arts & Health PTSA • Alaska Community Foundation

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. • Anchorage Pediatric Group • Anchorage Women’s Clinic • BP Foundation Matching Funds • Bristol Bay Native Corporation

Century 21 • ConocoPhillips Matching Program • Denali OB-GYN Clinic • Elsberg Family Foundation • Excellence in Dentistry • Farley & Graves, P.C.

Fireweed: The Race Across Alaska • GCI • Granite Construction • Great Harvest Bread Company • Greater Houston Community Foundation

Healthy Futures • Hartman Orthodontics • Hilltop Ski Area • Kirk Johnson, DDS • LaTouche Pediatrics • NC Machinery • NRA Foundation

Ohio Media Group • Orthopedic Physicians Anchorage • Pediatric Dental Associates • Pick.Click.Give. • Premier Alaska Tours

Providence Alaska Medical Center • Providence Imaging Center • REI Anchorage

BRONZE  (up to $1,000) — AK Starfish Co. • Alaska Directional LLC • Alaska Pacific University • Alaska Winter Stars

Allstate Employee Matching Fund • AmazonSmile • Anchorage Sand & Gravel • Bear Tooth Theatre and Pub • Chain Reaction

Chevron Matching Gift Program • CRW Engineering Group • Embassy Suites • Fire Island Bakery • Green AK Solutions • Home Depot

LMJ Consulting • Michael Dinneen Photography • Moose’s Tooth Brewery • Morgan Stanley • Powell Design • RSA Engineering Inc.

Skinny Raven Sports • Shoreside Petroleum Inc. • Snow City Café • Spenard Roadhouse • SWIX • Tastee Freeze

* Denotes in-kind donations to NSAA

INDIVIDUALS

TRAIL MEISTERS — Larry Albert; Tracey Anderson; Sam Barber; Earl Becker; Jo Bennett; Karen and Russell Biggs; Tom and Anne Brooks

Mary Jane Brown; Blase and Brenda Burkhart; Jan and Marta Buron; Jay and Narda Butler; Kathy Christy; Karen and Steve Compton; Clarence and Diane Crawford; Joseph and Joan Darnell; Leslie Dean and Don Hopwood; Paul and Mary Kaye Denkwalter; Kristin and Kyle Denton; Shannon and Kevin Donley; Seth and Erika Downs; Brooke and Matt Dudley; Kevin Eastham; Carol and Paul Fairchild; James and Kathy Falconer; Kelly Fehrman Royce and Daryl Royce; Christine and Mark Flanum; Lars Flora; Lynne Gallant and Christopher Kennedy; Wendy Gellert; Anne Gore and Steve Colt; Barbara and John Hall; Warren and Eva Hancock; Brian and Gail Hoefler; Julie and Jeff Hoffman; Peter Johnson and Joy Geiselman; Barry Johnson and Joyce Weaver Johnson; Elicer Johnson; Marc June; John and Barbara Kagerer; Alice and Gunnar Knapp; Robin and Ed Kornfeld; Bob and Carol Libbey; Katie Ronseis Libby and Justin Libby; Thomas Livingston; Brian and Sue Looney; Kim Madden; Richard Manders; Lisa and Erik Maeru; Greg McDuflfe; David Meyers and Marilyn Sandford; Timothy and Joyce Middleton; Mike and Rita Miller; Sara Miller and Paul Kari; Frank and Deena Mitchell; Clark and Ann Mize; Diane and Mike Moxness; Bill Myers; Richard Navitsky and Tanya Leinica; Anne and Mike Newman; Josh Niva; Katherine O’Grady; Matthew and Rebecca Pauli; Ed and Candice Popek; Jack Porter and Marca Bindy; Kikkan Randall and Jeff Ellis; Cathryn Rasmuson; Bert Ray; Jim Renkert; Pam Richter and Phyllis Rhodes

Larry Rundquist; Ryan Rupert and Stephanie Spring; Jane Sauier; Amy and Greg Schumacher; Dan Schwartz and Alison Ariens; Shelly Schwenn and Brent Veltkamp; Jeff and Beth Scott; Sue Sheard; Tobben and Tania Spurkland; David Stamp; Steven Stassell; Anne and Tim Stone; Fred Strand; Fred and Laurel Stutzer; Rich Sudcock; Bruce Talbot; Dianne Toee; Julie and Mike Truskowski; Natasha and Rudi Von Imhof; Gregory Wahlman; Stephen Walker; Gordon Wetzel; Sara and Steven Wright; Ken and Christina Zafren

TRAIL BLAZERS — Dwayne and Sandy Adams; Robert Arnold; Chris Backstrom; Jeffrey Bannish; Lauri and Jeff Bassett; Gary Baugh; Mindy Baum and Toby Zytaistotis; Erin Bean; Chris Beck; Pita Benz; Randy and Tasha Bergt; Jay and Colleen Bickford; Emily Binnlan and William Campbell; Dave Blanchet; Anne Boesenburg; Colleen and Lee Bolling; Cynthia Bonney and Jamie Mathis; Erin Borowskia; Donna Gnyder-Boutet and Jacques Boutet; Tim Brabets; Thomas and Florestene Elizabeth; Elizabeth and Robert Brestner; Keith and Sally Brownsberger; Jennifer Bundy-Cob and Doug Cobb; Sally and Jim Burkholer; Bob and Liz Butera; Frank Cahill; Elizabeth and Eric Cannon; Jesse Carlstrom; Dean Carson; Andrea and Eugene Chang; Dorothy Childers; Ben Arians and Chrstl Floiad; Matt Claman and Lisa Rielier; Megan Clancy; Clark Clark; Thomas Coolidge; Art Copoulos; Christie Cowee and Scott Broadwell; Cindy Cowling; Sharon Davies; Cathy Decker; Laurie Derrick; Ralph De Stefano; Donna Dewhurst and Scott Lawrence; Kristy De Yong; Jessica Dillon; Karen and Richard Divelbiss; Sloane Dillay; James Doyle; Anna and Pat Eberhardt; Arierhel and Shannon Brockman; David Fawcett; Chet Fehrmann and Megan Piersan; Robert Fleckenstein; Stefanie and Mike Flynn; Celia Folely and Bob Lohr; Jeanne Funatake; Eva Gardner and Daniel Beute; Becky and Ben Garnett; Hubert Gellert; Bob Gerik; Trevor Golden; Tim and Melody Haakenson; Sara Studebaker-Hall and Zachary Hall; Erin Hamilton and Mark Iverson; Van and Donna Hardy; Betty and Scott Hauser; Devon Harrings; Randy Hessong; Katie Hickey; PJ Hill and Mimi Hogan; Jim and Nancy Hjelm; Ron Hollar; Carla Hollingsworth; Julie Houle; Eleanor Hufnines; Heather Ireland and Gary Snyder; Trond and Cindy Jensen; Martha and Brett Jokela; Thomas Jones and Garnett; Hubert Gellert; Bob Gerik; Trevor Golden; Tim and Melody Haakenson; Sara Studebaker-Hall and Zachary Hall; Erin Hamilton and Mark Iverson; Van and Donna Hardy; Betty and Scott Hauser; Devon Harrings; Randy Hessong; Katie Hickey; PJ Hill and Mimi Hogan; Jim and Nancy Hjelm; Ron Hollar; Carla Hollingsworth; Julie Houle; Eleanor Hufnines; Heather Ireland and Gary Snyder; Trond and Cindy Jensen; Martha and Brett Jokela; Thomas Jones and Robin Grendahl; Andrew and Calisa Kastning; Kirby Kauffman; Gavin Kentch; John Kokesh; Seth Kraussand and Linda Masolin; Richard Kullberg; Joseph Kurtak and Trista Hemingway; Jerry and Deborah Largaard; Claire and John LeClair; Danielle Levy; Robert Lemon and Debra Peralta; Wendy and Kelly Leseman; Jennifer Liepa; Geesnell Limit; Stephen Livingston and Peggy Cobey; Karen Loeffer-Quintieri; Chris Logan; Shirley Lord and Brian Anderson; Ove Robinsen and Karin Heath; Richard Rydell; Mathew and Jack Flanum; Matt Flanagan and Jamie Mathis; Erin Borowski; Donna Gnyder-Boutet and Jacques Boutet; Tim Brabets; Thomas and Florestene Elizabeth; Elizabeth and Robert Brestner; Keith and Sally Brownsberger; Jennifer Bundy-Cob and Doug Cobb; Sally and Jim Burkholer; Bob and Liz Butera; Frank Cahill; Elizabeth and Eric Cannon; Jesse Carlstrom; Dean Carson; Andrea and Eugene Chang; Dorothy Childers; Ben Arians and Chrstl Floiad; Matt Claman and Lisa Rielier; Megan Clancy; Clark Clark; Thomas Coolidge; Art Copoulos; Christie Cowee and Scott Broadwell; Cindy Cowling; Sharon Davies; Cathy Decker; Laurie Derrick; Ralph De Stefano; Donna Dewhurst and Scott Lawrence; Kristy De Yong; Jessica Dillon; Karen and Richard Divelbiss; Sloane Dillay; James Doyle; Anna and Pat Eberhardt; Arierhel and Shannon Brockman; David Fawcett; Chet Fehrmann and Megan Piersan; Robert Fleckenstein; Stefanie and Mike Flynn; Celia Folely and Bob Lohr; Jeanne Funatake; Eva Gardner and Daniel Beute; Becky and Ben Garnett; Hubert Gellert; Bob Gerik; Trevor Golden; Tim and Melody Haakenson; Sara Studebaker-Hall and Zachary Hall; Erin Hamilton and Mark Iverson; Van and Donna Hardy; Betty and Scott Hauser; Devon Harrings; Randy Hessong; Katie Hickey; PJ Hill and Mimi Hogan; Jim and Nancy Hjelm; Ron Hollar; Carla Hollingsworth; Julie Houle; Eleanor Hufnines; Heather Ireland and Gary Snyder; Trond and Cindy Jensen; Martha and Brett Jokela; Thomas Jones and

Nordic Skiing Association of Anchorage
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